Julian Birkinshaw – Publications

- Knowledge flows in multinational corporations - Monteiro F; Arvidsson N; Birkinshaw J, Organization Science 2007 Forthcoming
- Managing attention in multinational corporations - Birkinshaw J; Bouquet C; Chini T, Sloan Management Review 2007 Forthcoming
- Special issue on management innovation - Birkinshaw J; Crainer S; Mol M, Business Strategy Review 2007 Spring
- The innovation value chain: a logic for fixing your company's innovation problems - Hansen M T; Birkinshaw J, Strategic and International Management Working Paper, 2007
- Voices that count: how foreign subsidiaries gain the attention of headquarters - Birkinshaw J; Bouquet C, Academy of Management Journal 2007 Forthcoming
- “Voices that count: how foreign subsidiaries gain positive attention from corporate headquarters” - Birkinshaw, J; Bouquet C, Strategic and International Management Working Paper, 2006
- Profiting from innovation: Guest editors introduction - Chesbrough H; Birkinshaw J; Teubal M, Research Policy

• Why management innovation matters - Mol M; Birkinshaw J, European Business Forum 2006 Winter


• Corporate venturing units as vehicles for strategic success in the new Europe - Birkinshaw J; Hill S, Organizational Dynamics 2005 Vol 34:3 p 247-256


• Knowledge flows within multinational corporations: why are some subsidiaries isolated? - Monteiro I F; Arvidsson N; Birkinshaw J, Strategic and International Management Working Paper, 2005

• Management innovation - Birkinshaw J; Hamel G; Mol M J, Strategic and International Management Working Paper, 2005


• Subsidiary entrepreneurship, internal and external competitive forces, and subsidiary performance - Birkinshaw J; Young S; Hood N, International Business Review 2005 Apr Vol 14:2 p 227-248

• Sumantra Ghoshal on management: a force for good - Birkinshaw J; Piramal G, Financial Times/Prentice Hall, 2005


• Antecedents, consequences, and mediating role of organizational ambidexterity - Gibson C; Birkinshaw J, Academy of Management Journal 2004 Apr Vol 47:2 p 209-226

• Building ambidexterity into the organization - Birkinshaw J; Gibson C, Sloan Management Review 2004 Vol 45:4 p 47-55

• Corporate venture unit structure, practices and performance: adoption of venture capital models to the corporate context - Hill S A; Birkinshaw J; Murray G, Strategic and International Management Working Paper, 2004

• Determinants and performance implications of global mindset: an attention-based perspective - Birkinshaw J; Bouquet C; Morrison A, Strategic and International Management Working Paper, 2004

• External sourcing of knowledge in the international firm - Birkinshaw J, in Lane H et al., Handbook of global management, p 289-300, Blackwell, 2004

• Identifying leading edge market knowledge in multinational corporations - Arvidsson N; Birkinshaw J, in Pedersen T and Mahne V eds., Knowledge governance, MacMillan, 2004


• Multinational strategy and structure: a review and research agenda - Brock D M; Birkinshaw J , Management International Review 2004 Vol 44:1 p 5-14

• Publishing qualitative research - Birkinshaw J , in Marschan-Piekkari R and Welch C eds., Handbook of qualitative research methods for international business, Elgar, 2004

• Readings in strategic management - Birkinshaw J , Edward Elgar, 2004

• Shifting strategic focus - Evison A; Birkinshaw J et al., European Business Forum 2004 Autumn Vol 19 p 38-42

• Strategic management - Birkinshaw J ed., Edward Elgar, 2004

• Corporate venturing performance: an investigation into the applicability of venture capital models - Birkinshaw J; Hill S, in Academy of Management Annual Meeting Proceedings, Seattle, 2003


• Future of the multinational company - Birkinshaw J; Ghoshal S; Markides C; Stopford J M; Yip G eds., John Wiley, 2003


• Inventuring: why big companies must think small - Buckland W L; Hatcher A; Birkinshaw J; McGraw Hill, 2003

• Organization of research and development in large multinational firms - Birkinshaw J; Fey C, Management International Review 2003 Special issue:3 p 27-46

• Paradox of corporate entrepreneurship - Birkinshaw J; Strategy and Business 2003 Spring Vol 30 p 46-58

• Resource allocation in R & D organisations: an internal market perspective - Birkinshaw J; Fey C, Management International Review 2003:3 p 27-46

• Transnational management. 4th ed. - Bartlett C A; Ghoshal S; Birkinshaw J, McGraw-Hill/Irwin, 2003

• Art of Swedish management - Birkinshaw J; Business Strategy Review 2002 Summer Vol 13:2 p 11-19

• Centres of excellence in multinational corporations - Frost T; Birkinshaw J; Ensign P C, Strategic Management Journal 2002 Nov Vol 23:11 p 997-1015

• Knowledge as a contingency variable: do the characteristics of knowledge predict organization structure? - Birkinshaw J; Nobel R; Ridderstrale J, Organization Science 2002 May/Jun Vol 13:3 p 274-289

• Leadership the Sven Goran Eriksson way - Birkinshaw J; Crainer S, Capstone, 2002


• Managing the knowledge life-cycle - Birkinshaw J; Sheehan T, MIT Sloan Management Review 2002 Vol 44:1 p 75-84

• Venturing to succeed - Birkinshaw J; Batenburg R; Murray G, Business Strategy Review 2002 Vol 13:4 p 10-17

• External sources of knowledge and performance in R&D organizations - Birkinshaw J; Fey C, Strategic and International Management Working Paper, 2001


• Seller beware: the pitfalls of global account management - Arnold D; Birkinshaw J; Toulan O, California Management Review 2001 Vol 44:1 p 8-20

• Strategies for managing internal competition - Birkinshaw J, California Management Review 2001 Vol 44:1 p 24-38


• Building an internal market system: insights from five R&D organisations - Birkinshaw J; Fey C, in Birkinshaw J and Hagstrom P eds., Flexible firm: capability management in network organizations, Oxford University Press, 2000

• Capability management in network organizations - Birkinshaw J; Hagstrom P, Oxford University Press, 2000


• Entrepreneurship in the global firm - Birkinshaw J, Sage, 2000

• Flexible firm: capability management in network organizations - Birkinshaw J; Hagstrom P eds., Oxford University Press, 2000

• Global account management: linking external demands with internal abilities - Birkinshaw J; Toulan O; Arnold D, in Birkinshaw J and Hagstrom P eds., Flexible firm: capability management in network organizations, Oxford University Press, 2000

• Knowledge dissemination in global R&D operations: an empirical study of multinationals in the high technology electronics industry - Teigland R; Fey C; Birkinshaw J, Management International Review 2000 Vol 40:1 p 49-78
• Leading edge multinationals and leading edge clusters - Birkinshaw J; Solvell O, International Studies of Management and Organization 2000 Summer Vol 30:2 p 3-9

• Managing the post-acquisition integration process: how the human integration and task integration processes interact to foster value creation - Birkinshaw J; Bresman H; Hakanson L, Journal of Management Studies 2000 Vol 37:3 p 395-426

• Multinational enterprise and the knowledge economy: leveraging global practices - Birkinshaw J; Solvell O, in Dunning J H ed., Multinational enterprises and the knowledge economy, Oxford University Press, 2000

• Network relationships inside and outside the firm, and the development of capabilities - Birkinshaw J, in Birkinshaw J and Hagstrom P eds., Flexible firm: capability management in network organizations, Oxford University Press, 2000


• Fighting the corporate immune system: a process study of peripheral initiatives in large, complex organisations - Birkinshaw J; Ridderstrale J, International Business Review 1999 Apr Vol 8:2 p 149-180

• Globalization and multinational corporate strategy: an internal market perspective - Birkinshaw J, in Hood N and Young S eds., Globalization of multinational enterprise activity and economic development, Macmillan, 1999

• Implementing global account management in multinational corporations - Arnold D; Birkinshaw J; Toulan O, Thexis 1999 Vol 4 p 14-17


• R&D centres of excellence in Canada - Ensign S; Birkinshaw J; Frost T, in Pedersen T and Holm U eds., Centres of excellence in multinational enterprises, Macmillan, 1999


• Contingency theory and the characteristics of knowledge: strategic, environmental and knowledge predictors of international R&D organization - Birkinshaw J; Nobel R, in Academy of Management Annual Meeting Proceedings, San Diego, 1998

Entrepreneurship in multinational corporations: the characteristics of subsidiary initiatives - Birkinshaw J, in Egelhoff W G ed., Transforming international organizations, Edward Elgar, 1998


How subsidiary mandates are gained and lost - Birkinshaw J, in Egelhoff W G ed., Transforming international organizations, Edward Elgar, 1998


Multinational corporate evolution and subsidiary development - Birkinshaw J; Hood N, Macmillan, 1998


Fighting the corporate immune system: peripheral initiatives in large and complex organizations - Birkinshaw J; Ridderstrale J, in Proceedings of the European International Business Association, Stockholm, 1996

How subsidiary mandates are gained and lost - Birkinshaw J, Journal of International Business Studies 1996 Vol 27:3 p 467-496
• Patterns of control and communication in international research and development units - Nobel R; Birkinshaw J, in Academy of Management Best Paper Proceedings, 1996


• Empirical study of development processes in foreign-owned subsidiaries in Canada and Scotland - Birkinshaw J; Hood N, in Proceedings of the European International Business Association, Urbino, 1995


• Examination of fit between structural and competitive determinants - Birkinshaw J; Morrison A J; Hulland J, Strategic Management Journal 1995 Vol 16:8 p 637-655


• Approaching heterarchy: a review of the literature on multinational strategy and structure - Birkinshaw J, Advances in Comparative Management Research Annual 1994 Vol 9 p 111-144


• Entrepreneurial subsidiary manager: a critical role in the multinational corporation - Birkinshaw J, in Proceedings of the 24th International Management Symposium, Switzerland, 1994


• World mandates: more a means than an end - Birkinshaw J, in Proceedings of ASAC Conference International Business Division, Halifax, 1994

• Balancing the global portfolio - Birkinshaw J; Ritchie W, Business Quarterly 1993 Summer Vol 57:4 p 40-47

• Management competency development: an empirical test - Birkinshaw J; Rush J C; Evers F T, in Proceedings of the ASAC Conference Management Education Division, Lake Louise, 1993

• Theoretical model of structure and environmental context for the multinational subsidiary - Birkinshaw J, in Proceedings of the 1st Organizational Studies Doctoral Conference, Albany, 1993

• Wellington insurance: designing the adaptive organization - Birkinshaw J, in Proceedings of the ASAC Conference Organization Theory Division, Lake Louise, 1993


• Multiple facets of global competition - Birkinshaw J, in Proceedings of the ASAC Conference International Division, Quebec City, 1992

**Teaching Case Studies**

Lego (A)  
Birkinshaw L; Birkinshaw J, 2002

Lego (B)  
Birkinshaw L; Birkinshaw J, 2002

Pharma UK (A): the transdermal technology  
Birkinshaw J, 2002

Pharma UK (B): proposal to the European Marketing Board  
Birkinshaw J, 2002

Roslin Biomed (A)  
Tansley R; Birkinshaw J; Murray G, 2002

Spirent PLC  
Lingblad M; Birkinshaw J, 2002

Volkswagen in North America  
Birkinshaw J; Ritchie W; MacLellan L, 2002

Xansa (A)  
Lingblad M; Birkinshaw J, 2002

Xansa (B)  
Lingblad M; Birkinshaw J, 2002